Society and values
o the Egyptians,
Druids & Druzes
The historical perspective from original Theosophical
sources. A talk at the ULT Sunday 3rd June 2018

Egypt and the
Ancient Wisdom
Tracing the historical influences that created the
great ancient Egyptian society and its values.

The Lineage of ‘the Ancient
Wisdom’ 1
Thus even in the days of Aristotle few were the
true Adepts left in Europe and even in Egypt. The
heirs of those who had been dispersed by the
conquering swords of various invaders of old
Egypt had been dispersed in their turn.
As 8,000 or 9,000 years earlier the stream of
knowledge had been slowly running down
from the tablelands of Central Asia into India
and towards Europe and Northern Africa, so
about 500 years B.C. it had begun to flow backward to its old home and birthplace. (Asia, Eds)
from The Mystery “Sun Of Initiation” (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:269)

Asia, Northern Africa & Europe
lines of infulence from China > India > Egypt > Greece...

The Lineage of ‘the Ancient
Wisdom’ 2
That which is known of the Priests of Egypt
and of the ancient Brâhmans, corroborated as it
is by all the ancient classics and historical writers,
gives us the right to believe in that which is
only traditional in the opinion of sceptics.
Whence the wonderful knowledge of the
Egyptian Priests in every department of Science,
unless they had it from a still more ancient
source?
from The Origin of the Mysteries (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:253)

Who were the ancient Brahmins?
There were no Brâhmans as a hereditary caste
in days of old. In those long-departed ages a man
became a Brâhman through personal merit and
Initiation. Gradually, however, despotism crept in,
and the son of a Brâhman was created a
Brâhman by right of protection first, then by that
of heredity. The rights of blood replaced those of
real merit, and thus arose the body of Brâhmans,
which was soon changed into a powerful caste.
from The Origin of the Mysteries (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:250)

The famous
“four” seats of
learning in old
Egypt:
1. Thebes
(Science of
Occult numbers)
2. Memphis
(metaphysics)
3. Saïs
(legislation and
the art of rule)
4. Heliopolis
(mathematics)

<<< from
The Origin of
the Mysteries
(Collected
Works of
H.P.Blavatsky
14:254)

The seats of learning in Egypt
1. Thebes (Upr Egp.) 2. Memphis 3. Saïs 4. Heliopolis

Egyptian seats of
learning no. 1
THEBES (Luxor)
“It was in the great
Theban sanctuary
that Pythagoras
upon his arrival from
India studied the
Science of Occult
numbers.”
[ HPB’s CW 14:246 ]

Decorated pillars of the
temple at Karnac, Thebes
Credit: Wellcome V0049316

THEBES, the Luxor Temple

credit http://www.shunya.net/Pictures/Egypt/ThebesLuxor/Thebes.htm

Who was Orpheus and what
‘Mysteries’ did he teach?
(…) in Egypt the Mysteries had been known
since the days of Menes* and that the Greeks
received them only when Orpheus introduced
them from India. In an article “Was writing
known before Pāṇini?” it is stated that the Pāndus
had acquired universal dominion and had taught
the “sacrificial” Mysteries to other races as far
back as 3,300 B.C.
* accepted as c.3,000 BCE. Arjuna and Orpheus are equated; Krishna died
3,102 BCE, his successful disciple ‘Arjuna-Orpheus’ taught Eastern Raja Yoga
and founded a long dynasty in new Grecian world.
from The Mystery “Sun of Initiation” (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:269)

Egyptian seats of learning no. 2

MEMPHIS

“It was in Memphis that Orpheus popularized his too-abtruse
Indian metaphysics for the use of Magna Grecia; and thence
Thales, and ages later Democritus, obtained all they knew.”
HPB’s CW 14:246

Artist's depiction of the forecourt
of the Great Temple of Ptah

Credit:Franck Monnier (Bakha) - Les forteresses égyptiennes. Safran (éditions), Bruxelles

Egyptian seats of learning
no. 3 SAÏS
“It is to Saïs that all the honor
must be given of the wonderful
legislation and the art of
ruling people, imparted by its
Priests to Lycurgus and Solon,
who will both remain objects of
admiration for generations to
come.” [ HPB’s CW 14:246 ]
The modern view recognises what HPB
wrote: “the erstwhile capital that was
once comparable, in importance and
grandeur, to the famed cities of
Memphis or Thebes.”
Credit:
https://www.world-archaeology.com/features/sais/

Egyptian seats of
learning no. 4

HELIOPOLIS

“And had Plato and
Eudoxus never gone to
worship at the shrine of
Heliopolis, most
probably the one would
have never astonished
future generations with
his ethics, nor the
other with his wonderful
knowledge of
mathematics.”
[ HPB’s CW 14:246 ]

Credit: Charles Edwin Wilbour Fund - Brooklyn Museum

“The Mysteries preceded the hieroglyphics.
They gave birth to the latter, as permanent
records were needed to preserve and
commemorate their secrets.”

“It is primitive Philosophy that
has served as the foundationstone for modern Philosophy...
the progeny (perpetuating it)
has lost on its way the Soul
and Spirit of its parent.”
from The Origin
of The Mysteries
(HPB CW 14:254)

Exoteric rendering:
the four complementaries frame the
triliteral sign of the scarab beetle
it reads ḫpr.j meaning the God
"Khepri", the final glyph being the
determinative for 'ruler or god'.
Is the esoteric meaning lost?

The fall of Ideals started some
thousands of years ago
Ages later in the Fifth, the Âryan Race, some
unscrupulous priests began to take advantage of
the too easy beliefs of the people in every
country, and finally raised those secondary
Powers to the rank of God and Gods, thus
succeeding in isolating them altogether from the
One Universal Cause of all causes.*
* Âkâsha of the Hindus (Ether) is Prakriti, or the totality of the manifested
Universe, while Purusha is the Universal Spirit, higher than the Universal Soul.
from The Origin of the Mysteries (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:250)

Unforseen consequences of
materialising pure spirit ...!
“The blessed St. Anthony” having inquired who
he was, the little dwarf of the woods answered:
“I am a mortal, and one of the inhabitants of the
Wilderness, whom gentility, under its varied
delusions, worships under the names of Fauns,
Satyrs and Incubi” or “Spirits of the Dead”
might have added this Elemental, the vehicle
of some Elementary. This is a narrative of St.
Hieronymus, who fully believed in it, and so do
we, with certain amendments.
'Thoughts on The Elementals by H.P.BLAVATSKY 3 Vol Arts, 2:170

Coming out of two thousand
years of Dark Ages
(…) the knowledge of the existence of great
Adepts nearly died out in Europe. Nevertheless,
in some secret places the Mysteries were still
enacted in all their primitive purity. The “Sun of
Righteousness” still blazed high on the midnight
sky; and, while darkness was upon the face of
the profane world, there was the eternal light in
the Adyta on the nights of Initiation. The true
Mysteries were never made public. Eleusinia and
Agrae for the multitudes.
from The Mystery “Sun Of Initiation” (Collected Works of H.P.Blavatsky 14:269)

The Druzes o
Mount Lebanon
Druze populations today:
Syria

600,000

Lebanon 200,000
Israel
Jordan

150,000
20,000

Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Druze

The Druzes of Mount Lebanon
Although dwarfed by other, larger communities,
the Druze community played an important role in
shaping the history of the Levant, and continues
to play a large political role there.
As a religious minority in every country they live
in, they have frequently experienced persecution,
except in Lebanon and Israel where Druze
judges, parliamentarians, diplomats, and doctors
occupy the highest echelons of society.
Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Druze

Theosophy on the Druzes
“We humbly maintain that they are the descendants
of, and a mixture of, mystics of all nations - mystics,
who, in the face of cruel and unrelenting persecution (by
orthodox Christianity & Islam) have ever since the first
centuries of the Mahomedan propaganda, been
gathered together, and who gradually made a
permanent settlement in the fastnesses of Syria and
Mount Lebanon, where they had from the first found
refuge.
“Since then, they have preserved the strictest
silence upon their beliefs and truly occult rites.”
All Druze refs from “Lamas And Druses” (H.P.Blavatsky, 3 Vol Arts, 3:281),
published in the Theosophist, June, 1881.

The Druze
people

Portrait of a Druze

Credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/
pin/315533517613648362/

The Druzes of Mount Lebanon
“They are the Sikhs of Asia Minor, and their
polity offers many points of similarity with the late
"commonwealth" of the followers of Guru Nanak-even extending to their mysticism and indomitable bravery.
“But the two are still more closely related to a
third and still more mysterious community of
religionists, of which nothing, or next to nothing, is
known by outsiders: we mean that fraternity of
Tibetan Lamaists, known as the Brotherhood
of Khe-lang, who mix but little with the rest.”

The Druze
people

A Druze bride c. 1890

Credit http://looklex.com/
e.o/druze.people.htm

The Druzes of Mount Lebanon
It is improper to call them Druses, as they
regard it as an insult; nor are they in reality the
followers of Drauzi, a heretical pupil of H'amsa,
but the true disciples of the latter. The origin of
that personage who appeared among them in the
eleventh century, coming from Central Asia,
whose secret or "mystery" name is "El-Hamma" is
quite unknown to our European scholars. His
spiritual titles are "Universal Source, or Mind,"
"Ocean of Light," and "Absolute or Divine
Intelligence." They are, in short, repetitions of
those of the Tibetan Dalai-Lama.

Druze elders from the Golan Heights
(formerly Syria but occupied by Israel)

Credit http://looklex.com/e.o/druze.people.htm

The Druses of Mount Lebanon
“Their system of government is set down as
feudal and Satriarchal, while it is as theocratic as
that of the Lamaists - or as that of the Sikhs - as it
used to be.
“The mysterious representation of the Deity
appears in H'amsa, whose spirit is said to guide
them, and periodically re-incarnate itself in the
person of the chief Okhal of the Druses, as it
does in the Guru-Kings of the Sikhs, some of
whom, like Guru Govind, claimed to be the reincarnations of Nanak, while the Dalai-Lamas of
Tibet claim to be those of Buddha.”

The religion of the Druses is said to be a compound of
Judaism, Mahomedanism and Christianity, strongly
tinged with Gnosticism and the Magian system of Persia.
Were people to call things by their right names,
sacrificing all self-conceit to truth… they could say, for
instance,
* that Mahomedanism being a compound of Chaldeism,
Christianity and Judaism;
* Christianity, a mixture of Judaism, Gnosticism and
Paganism; and
* Judaism, a wholesale Egypto-Chaldean Kabalism,
masquerading under invented names and fables, made
to fit the bits and scraps of the real history of the Israelite
tribes - the religious system of the Druses would
then be found one of the last survivals of the archaic
Wisdom-Religion.

Many manuscripts have never left the
underground Holoweys (place of religious
meeting) invariably built under the meeting-room
on the ground-floor, and the public Thursday
assemblies of the Druses are simply blinds
intended for over-curious travellers and
neighbours...
No more than the Druses do the Lamaists
seek to make proselytes. Both people have their
"schools of magic" - those in Tibet being attached
to some la-khang (lamaseries), and those among
the Druses in the closely-guarded crypts of
initiation, no stranger being even allowed inside
the buildings.

Seven yearly visits to Western China
To conclude with the Druses: As Selama and
Boha-eddin - two names more than suggestive
of the words "Lama" and "Buddha" - are the
only ones entrusted with the secret of H'amsa's
retreat; and having the means of consulting with
their master, they produce from time to time his
directions and commands to the Brotherhood, so,
even to this day do the Okhals of that name travel
every seventh year, through Bussora and Persia
into Tartary, Tibet to the very west of China
and return at the expiration of the eleventh year,
bringing them fresh orders from "El' Hamma."

Druid Cities o
Europe
Two examples in north central France:
Alesia - now St. Reine, Coō te d’Or
Bibractis - now Autun

An Egyptian Exodus
Her “sacred Scribes and Hierophants became
wanderers upon the face of the earth.”
Those who had remained in Egypt found
themselves obliged for fear of a profanation of the
sacred Mysteries to seek refuge in deserts and
mountains, to form and establish secret societies
and brotherhoods—such as the Essenes;
those who had crossed the oceans to India and
even to the New World. (America)
”The Last of the Mysteries in Europe,” HPB CW 14:294

Alesia
The cycle of **** being at its close, the first hour for
the disappearance of the Mysteries struck on the
clock of the Races, with the Macedonian conqueror
(Alexander).
… its last hour sounded in the year 47 B.C.
Alesia (now St. Reine, Cōte d’Or) the famous city
in Gaul, the Thebes of the Kelts, so renowned for
its ancient rites of Initiation and Mysteries, was, as
J.M. Ragon well describes it:
”The ancient metropolis and the tomb of Initiation, of the
religion of the Druids and of the freedom of Gaul.”
“The Last of the Mysteries in Europe” HPB CW 14:294

Alesia
[ the great Mysteries in Europe and Africa
were then to go underground for 2,000 years: ]

“History shows the populations of Central Gaul
revolting against the Roman yoke. The country
was subject to Caesar, and the revolt was crushed;
the result was the slaughter of the garrison at
Alesia (or Alisa), and of all its inhabitants, including
the Druids, the college-priests and the neophytes;
after this the whole city was plundered and razed
to the ground.”
“The Last of the Mysteries in Europe,” HPB CW 14:294

Alesia, the once the famous city in Gaul, the
Thebes of the Kelts.
now St. Reine, Cōte d’Or, N. Central France

Bibractis 1
Bibractis, the mother of sciences, the
soul of the early nations (in Europe), a
town equally famous for its sacred
college of Druids, its civilisation, its
schools, in which 40,000 students were
taught philosophy, literature,
grammar, jurisprudence, medicine,
astrology, occult sciences,
architecture, etc.
“The Last of the Mysteries in Europe,” HPB CW 14:294

Bibractis 2
Rival of Thebes, of Memphis, of Athens
and of Rome, it possessed an
amphitheatre... accommodating 100,000
spectators, a capitol, temples of Janus, Pluto,
Proserpine, Jupiter, Apollo...and Anubis…
the Naumachy, with its vast basin… a
gigantic work wherein floated boats and
galleys devoted to naval games; an
aqueduct, fountains, public baths; ...
(constructions dating) from the heroic ages.
“The Last of the Mysteries in Europe,” HPB CW 14:294
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Secret Doctrine
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